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ABSTRACT 
We show that a totally positive, symmetric, periodic, banded matrix A can be 
factored in a symmetric manner into positive one-banded periodic factors and deduce 
from this that A has positive eigenvalues with certain restrictions on their coincidence 
and on the sign changes of the corresponding eigenvectors. From this are derived 
spectral properties of certain positive, periodic spline operators. 
1. INTRODUCTION 
It is well known that finite oscillation matrices have distinct positive 
eigenvalues and that the eigenvectors satisfy certain restrictions on the sign 
changes of their elements [6, p. 1051. The main result of this paper is a 
corresponding theorem for totally positive, symmetric, periodic, banded 
matrices, though in this case eigenvalues can coincide in pairs. The result is 
proved by first showing that a totally positive, symmetric, N-periodic, banded 
matrix can be factored in a symmetric manner into positive, one-banded, 
N-periodic factors. This fact is of interest in its own right, for factorization of 
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totally positive matrices has been much studied. In [2] de Boor and Pinkus 
gave a general result on factorizing totally positive matrices into positive, 
one-banded factors. However, their method does not ensure that an N-peri- 
odic matrix will have N-periodic factors. Such a periodicity-preserving factor- 
ization was given for strictly banded totally positive matrices by Cavaretta, 
Dahmen, Micchelli, and Smith [3], and the condition of being strictly 
banded was removed in [4]. 
Much of the motivation for studying factorization and other properties of 
totally positive matrices arises from the theory of spline functions, and we 
complete this paper by applying our main result to spectral properties of 
certain positive, periodic spline operators, extending and unifying results of 
Sablonniitre [9] and Lee and Tang [8]. 
In Section 2 we give some basic definitions and notation and state our 
main result. In Section 3 we give the factorization result for the case of 
strictly banded matrices. This is proved in Section 4, and the condition of 
strict bandedness is relaxed in Section 5. The main result is proved in Section 
6, and certain special cases are examined in Section 7. Finally, in Section 8, 
we give the application to spline functions. 
2. PRELIMINARIES AND MAIN RESULT 
We recall that a matrix is said to be totally positive if all its minors are 
positive. Throughout this paper, positive (as contrasted with strictly positive) 
means greater than or equal to zero. A matrix A = (u,~>;~=~ is said to be 
m-banded for some m > 0 if for some integer p, ai. = 0 for for j - i < p 
and j - i > p + m. The matrix A is said to be strict y m-banded if for some 2’ 
integerp,aij=Oifandonlyifj-i<pandj--i>p+m. 
A matrix A = (uij>yj= _-m is said to be N-periodic if u~+~,~+~ = ui,j for 
all integer i, j. 
For a real vector v = (vi, . . . , LJ~> we denote by S-(v) [respectively 
S+(v)] the minimum [respectively the maximum] number of sign changes in 
the sequence (vi, . . , I+,,) gained by assigning signs to the zero entries. For a 
real N-periodic vector v = <ui>y= _-m, u~+~ = ui (ieZ>, we denote by S,(v) 
[respectively S,‘(V)] th e minimum [respectively the maximum] number of sign 
changes per period N in the sequence (vi)“_,. So if ui # 0, then 
S,(v) := s-(y,. . ,ui+N), 
S,+(v):= S+(ui,...,ui+N). 
We can now state our main results. 
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THEOREM 1. Suppose that A = (a,, j>r .= _m is totally positive, symmet- 
ric, 2m-banded, N-periodic with linearly in &J endent rows, and suppose that 
ai, j > 0 if Ii - j] < 1. Then there are N characteristic values 
with 
with corresponding real N-periodic characteristic vectors vi = (~~~$7~ _-mr t= 
1 1..., N, which are mutually orthogonal with respect to the inner product 
(l&v) = ;up. 
i=l 
Moreover, for 0 < k d 1 < $N and any real numbers csk, cZk+l,. , c21+ 1 
the vectors 
min(ZZ+ 1, N) 
u= c C$ 
i=max(2k, I) 
satisfy the sign-change inequality 
2k =G S,(u) G S,+(u) < 21. (2.2) 
In particular, v ’ has all nonzero elements of the same sign, and for 1 < j < 
[(N - 1)/2] any linear combination of vzi and vzi+ ’ has exactly 2i changes 
of sign for period N. If N is even, then v N has all elements nonzero and they 
alternate in sign. 
3. FACTORIZATION OF PERIODIC MATRICES 
In [2] it was shown that any finite nonsingular totally positive matrix is a 
product of one-banded positive factors. In [3] and [4] it is shown that any 
infinite “nonsingular” totally positive matrix A is the product of one-banded 
positive factors, and if A is N-periodic, then these factors can be chosen to 
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be N-periodic. In this section, we show that if A is also symmetric, then the 
factorization can be chosen to be symmetric. We first prove the result for a 
strictly banded matrix: 
THEOREM 2. Suppose the matrix A = (aij)y j= _ 1. is totally positive, 
symmetric, N-periodic, and strictly 2m-banded. Then 
A = R, *** R,RT, *** RT, (3.1) 
where Ri (i = 1,. . . , m> is a positive N-periodic, strictly I-banded lower 
triangular matrix. 
For the proof we shall require the following Theorem A, which is a 
compilation of some results in [3]: 
THEOREM A [3]. Suppose that the matrix B = (b. .I” .= _-m is totally 
positive and that b, > 0 f and only if i - m <j < i. If’b” = (cij>y j= --3c, 
then the matrix (( - l)‘+jcij) is totally positive with ( - ljifjcij > 0 forj < i 
and 
'ij 
lim - = 
i-m C. 
-rj < 0. (3.2) 
:.J+l 
Moreover, if we set R := (rjj) with rii = 1, ri++l,i := ri, and rij = 0 other- 
wise, then 
B=RD. 
where D = (djj) is a totally positive matrix with dij > 0 if and only if 
i-m+lfj<i. 
We define the class U of biinfinite matrices as follows. A matrix A = 
(aij) E U if for some n, aij = 0 for j > i + n. It is easily seen that 
multiplication is defined and associative in U. We define 
T(“) := (tf;‘) t$’ = 8i,j+,. 
If A = (aij)Tj= _-cD is such that aij = 0 for j > i + n, and ai i+n # 0 for 
i E Z, then it is easy to see that AT’“) is a lower triangular matrix with 
( AT(“))i,j = a,,i+n # 0. (3.3) 
Now in Lemma 2 of [3] it is shown that if A is a lower triangular matrix with 
a,, # 0, then A has a unique lower triangular inverse. Since AT’“’ is now a 
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lower triangular matrix satisfying (3.3) we see from Lemma 2 of [3] that 
AT(“) has a unique lower triangular inverse. Thus there exists B such that 
A( T’“‘B) = ( AT'"') B = 1, 
(T’“‘B)A=T’“‘B( AT’“‘)T’-“‘=T’“‘T’-“’ = 1. 
So T’“‘B is an inverse of A in U. If C E U is any other inverse of A, then 
C = C( AT’%) = (CA)T’“‘B = T’“‘B. 
Thus A has a unique inverse in U, which we denote by A-r 
4. PROOF OF THEOREM 2 
Since A is symmetric and 2m-banded, it follows that AT’“” satisfies the 
hypothesis of Theorem A and so AT’“‘) = RD, where D = (dij), with 
dij > 0 if and only if i - m + 1 < j < i. Equivalently, 
A = EDT’-“” = RE, 
where R is a l-banded matrix E = (eij) with eij > 0 if and only if i - m + 
1 g j < i + m. Also, 
(AT’“‘),,’ 
ri = - lim =- 
i-m (AI+“‘):! :,I+1 
(A-‘)m+i,j ( A-‘)i,j 
= -)i% (~-l),,+~.~+~ = -~!ff (A-l)i,j+l (4.1) 
Then 
Fr( RrA-1) = (~r~r) A-r = ATA- = AA’ = 1, 
so that 
(ET)-’ = RTA-1. (4.2) 
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We now apply Theorem A to ETT(“) and obtain as above 
ET = SF, (4.3) 
where F = (fij) is totally positive with fjj > 0 if and only if i - m + 1 <j 
< i + m - 1. Moreover, if S = (sij), then sii = 1, s~+~,~ := si, i E E, and 
sij = 0 otherwise. Then S has the same structure as R in Theorem A, so that 
we have 
-sj = lim 
(ET),;’ 
i*m ( ET),;f+l 
( RTA-')ij 
= bZ ( RTAel)i,j+l [on using (3.5)] 
(A-l)ij + ri( A-‘)i+l,j 
= 
F! (A-l)i,j+l + ri( A-‘)i+l,j+l ’ 
i.e., 
-sj = lim hij 
( A-‘)ij 
i+m ( A-‘)i,j+l 
and 
hij = 
( A-‘)i,j+l 
( A-l)i,j+l + ri( A-‘)i+l,j+l ’ 
From Theorem A, we have for i > j, 
() < ( _ l)“j( AT(“))Gyi = ( - l)i+i(T(-m)A-l)ij 
= ( -l)i+‘( A-')i+,,j. 
(4.5) 
Thus 
C-1) m+i+j( A-l)ij > 0, i >j + m 
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Similarly, we have 
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t-1> m+i+j( ET),3 > 0, i >j + m. 
Thus for i > j + m + 1, on using (4.2) we obtain 
( ET)iyJ+l 
O < ( A-‘)i,j+l = 
(A-')i,j+l + rii( A-‘)i+l,j+l 
( A-‘)i,j+l 
= ;. (4.6) 
‘1 
By Theorem A, we know that the matrix I( AT’“‘)-’ 1 is totally positive and 
so 1 A-’ 1 is totally positive, where 
IA-‘lij :=I( A-l)ijj = (( A-‘)ij( -l)i+j+m). 
Therefore it follows from total positivity that 
I( A-‘)i,j-N 1 I( A-‘)ijl 
I( A-‘)i+l,j-NI I( A-‘)i+l.jl ’ O’ 
Therefore 
I( A-l)i+l,jl > (( A-‘)i+l,j-N( ((A-l)i+N+l,jI 
I( A-l)i.j( ’ [(A-‘)i,j_NI = I( A-‘)i+N,jl ’ (4’7) 
From (4.1), we have 
rj+N = rj, j E 22. (4.8) 
Using the periodicity of r. as in (4.8) and the inequality (4.7), which asserts 
that KA-~)~+~,~ I/KA-‘)ij! d ecreases as i increases by N, we see that 
I< A-‘)t+l,j+l( rl(( A-‘)i+ l,j+ 11 
7-j I( A-‘)i,j+ll ’ j+m+?l?j+m+~ I( A-‘)l,j+ll ’ (4’g) 
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From (4.6), for i &j + m + 1, we have the equality 
and so by (4.9) 
1 1 
min - = : pj > 0 
j+m+l<l<j+m+N Aij 
(4.11) 
by (4.6). From (4.10) and (4.11), we obtain the inequality 
1 < hij < p,: I, i >j + m + 1. (4.12) 
From (4.1), (4.4), and (4.12), we see that 
sj = rj ) j E z. 
Hence S = R. Thus from (4.3), 
A = RE = RFTST = RFTRT. 
Since A is symmetric, so is FT. Also, since A and R are N-periodic, so is R, 
which is (2m - 2)-banded and satisfies all the properties of A. So continuing 
the above process, we obtain after m steps 
A = R, ..a R,DR; a.. RT, 
where D is an N-periodic, strictly positive, diagonal matrix. 
R, OR’, by (R,fi) (GRL), the proof of Theorem 2 is complete. 
Replacing 
n 
5. RELAXING THE CONDITION OF STRICT BANDEDNESS 
In Theorem 2, we supposed that A was strictly 2m-banded. We shall now 
relax this condition and prove 
THEOREM 3. Suppose that the matrix A = (a,) is totally positive, 
symmetric, N-periodic, and 2m-banded with linearly independent rows. 
Then 
A = R, a.. R,R; . . . R;, (5.1) 
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where for i = 1, . . . , m, Ri is a positive, N-periodic, l-banded lower triangu- 
lar matrix with all elements in the main diagonal nonzero. 
REMARK. The proof follows the method of the proof of Lemma 3.1 of 
[4], which in turn follows the approach of the proof of Lemma B of [2]. We 
shall first show that there is a positive, N-periodic, I-banded lower triangular 
matrix R with all the elements on the main diagonal nonzero such that 
A = RBRT, (5.2) 
where B is a totally positive, N-periodic and (2m - 2)-banded matrix. 
Proof. If Ai 1_m # 0 for all i E Z, th en it follows from total positivity 
(see Lemma 2.1 of [4]) that A is strictly 2m-banded and the result follows 
from Theorem 2. If Ai i_m = 0 for all i E Z, then we can take R = 1. So 
without loss of generality, we may suppose that A,, _ m = 0, A,, i _ m > 0. 
If A,, i _-m = 0, then it follows from total positivity (see Lemma 2.1 of [4]) 
that A,, i = 0 for all i E Z, which contradicts the hypothesis that the rows of 
A are linearly independent. So A,, i _m > 0, and we may define the N-peri- 
odic l-banded matrices J(l) by 
1, i = ‘, 
(]“‘)i,j = -A1,l_,/Ao,l-,, (i,j) = (1 + pN, pN>, p 6 Z, 
0 otherwise. 
(5.3) 
Setting A = ](‘)A, we see that A’ is an N-periodic matrix with 
Using symmetry of A, we have 
A_ m ) 0 =A -77L,O = A,, -,n = 0, 
Ai-,,o = Al-m.0 = Ao,i-,, (5.4) 
Ai-,, = Ai-,, = Ai,i-,. 
Now the proof of Lemma 3.1 of [4] and Lemma B of [2] shows that _A is 
totally positive. Moreover, it is clear that the rows and columns of A are 
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linearly independent. We now set 
A(‘) := J’l’$ = ](l)A(fl)f-. 
(5.5) 
As before, we know that A(i) . 1s totally positive and N-periodic with linearly 
independent rows, and from (5.5), we see that A(l) is symmetric. From (5.3) 
and (5.4, we obtain 
A”’ 
0, - m = A\‘), _ ))I = 0 
If A(2t)2_“, > 0, we may similarly define a one-banded matrix J@) so that 
is a totally positive, N-periodic, symmetric matrix with linearly independent 
rows and with 
A!2?_ = 0 
t.1m 7 
i = 0,1,2. 
If A&,,, = 0, we simply define J c2) = I Continuing in this way, we obtain . 
a totally positive, N-periodic symmetric matrix B with linearly independent 
rows, where 
. . . ](1’A(J(“f . . . (J’N-l’)T 
(5.6) 
with Bii_,=O, i=O,l,..., N - 1. By N-period&y Bi, i_ m = 0 for all 
i E Z. !6nce B is symmetric, it is (2m - 2)-banded. 
For K = 1,. . . , N - 1, we have i= &i, 
(i,j)=(k+pN+l,k+pN), FEZ, 
otherwise 
for some tk > 0. From (5.51, we obtain (5.9, where 
fi = (~‘1))-l . . . (J’“-“)-I 
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is given by 
i 
1, i =j, 
Rij = rk, (i,j)=(k+pN+l,k+pN), pEZ, (5.7) 
0 otherwise. 
This proves (5.2). Continuing this process gives 
A = R, a+. R, DR; . R;: 
where R,, . . . , R, are of the form (5.7) and D is a positive N-periodic 
diagonal matrix whose entries in the main diagonal are nonzero, since its rows 
are linearly independent. Replacing R, by R,,,fi then gives the result. n 
6. PROOF OF THEOREM I 
Given an N-periodic banded matrix A = (aij> and (Y E Z, we define a 
matrix 
aa) := A := ( Ajjyj= 1 
by setting 
ai+u,j+a+kN’ 
k= --m 
Then for an N-periodic vector v = (vi)“_,, we have 
Av = hv 
if and only if for i = 1, . . . , N we have 
hvi+a = ? ‘i+a,j+aVj+a 
j=-CC 
= ,sl ,- ui+n,j+a+kN~+a 
-cc 
= E ;iijy+,. 
j=l 
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So A is a characteristic value of A with characteristic vector v if and only if h 
is a characteristic value of A with characteristic vector (vi+ ,),E r. 
We can now prove 
LEMMA 1. lf A, B are N-periodic banded matrices, then 
(AB)“=E, (6.1) 
( AT)^= A’. (6.2) 
Proof. For any integer k, let 
and for z in @, put 
A(z) := f A,Zk. 
k= --m 
Then A(1) = fi. Defining B similarly, it is well known (see [3, 41) that 
CAB)(z) = I? 
k= _-m ( ,‘,Ak-‘B1)zk 
= 2 Ak_,zk-‘B,z” 
k,l= --m 
=A(z)B(z). 
Putting z = 1 gives (6.1). 
It is also well known (and easily checked) that AT( z> = [ A( ZIP, and 
(6.2) follows by again putting z = 1. n 
LEMMA 2. lf A satisfies the conditions of Theorem 3, then i is symmet- 
ric and positive definite, and all its odd-order minors are positive. Moreover, 
if aij > 0 whenever Ii - jl < 1, then for some (Y E Z and some integer 
p > 1, all odd-order minors of ( fica)>p are strictly positive. 
Proof. Since A is symmetric, from (6.2) in Lemma 1 we have 
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Let 
A = R, . . . R,R; . . . RT 
be a factorization as given in Theorem 3. Then by (6.1) and (6.21, we have 
;i = (R, ... R,)*[(R, ... R,)*lT (6.3) 
(6.4) 
The first equality in (6.3) shvws that A is positive definite. 
Now for 1 = 1,. . . , m, (Rljij = 0 unless j = i, orj = i - 1, or i = 1 and 
j = N. Since all entries in R, are positive, it can be seen easily that all 
odd-order minors of Ei, are positive. Singe this also holds for (RljT, it follows 
from (6.4) that all odd-order minors of A are positive. 
Now suppose that aij > 0 whenever Ii - jl < 1. First suppose that for 
some i we have (Rlji, i_ 1 = 0 (I = 1, . . . , m). Then taking CY = i - 1, we see 
that 
(ziJIN = 0, I = l,..., m, 
so that I?, is lower triangular, one-banded, and nonsingular. Thus 
zil,. . . , i,, (z?J> . . . , (RIJ 
A 
are all totally positive, and by (6.4), A is totally positive. 
Since A is nonsingular and since A,, > 0 whenever Ii ; jl < 1, it follows 
from [7, Chapter II, $71 that for some integer p > 1, AP has all minors 
strictly positive. 
So we may now suppose that for all i, (Rlji, i_ 1 > 0 for some 1, 1 < 2 < m. 
We shall show that for any cr and large enough p, 
whenever r is odd and 0 < ii < ... < i, < N, 0 <j, <j, < ..* <jr < N. 
For the rest of the proof, we shall take a fured odd r and vectors 
Z:=Z,:= (il,...,ir), J:=Jo:= (j,,...,j,) 
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inV:= (v E Z’:O < v1 < -0. < I+ < N}. It is easy to see that there exists a 
finite sequence Z, := (it”), . . . , r i(“)) in V, 0 < v < p, such that I, = I, I, = J, 
and for every v, there is an index 4 such that Z, differs from I,_ r only in the 
CJ th element and 
Let us suppose, to be precise, that ir) = id”-‘) - 1. By our hypothesis, 
there is an 1 such that 
If Z3 is submatrix of Z?, of order r with rows I,_ r and columns Z,, then from 
the structure of Z?, as a one-banded matrix, it follows that 
B,, > 0, i = l,...,r, 
and Bij = 0 when j < i - 1 or j > i except possibly when i = 1 and j = r. 
From this we see that 
det B z hB,, > 0. 
i=l 
Equivalently, we have 
> 0. (6.5) 
Similarly, if $“) = iy-‘) + 1, th en we work with @ and choose 1 such that 
(6.6) 
Also observe that for 1 = 1,. . . , m and v = 0, 1, . . . , p, 
zq;) =zT:(;) >o. (6.7) 
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By the Cauchy-Binet formula, we have 
(6.8) 
From (6.4)-(6.7), we see that for v = 1, . . . , p, 
and combining with (6.71, we complete the proof of the lemma. W 
LEMMA 3. Suppose that B = (bij),yj= 1 has positive characteristic values 
(AJ N with a basis of characteristic vectors and that all odd-order minors of B 
are positive. Suppose further that for some p > 1, BP has all odd-order 
minors strictly positive. Then the characteristic values of B satisfy the 
inequalities 
N-l 
h,j_l > h,j > O, &?j F2 ',j+l > O, 16j<2. 
(6.9) 
Zf corresponding characteristic vectors are Y’, . . ,vN, then for 0 Q 2k < 21 
< N, the vector u given by 
min(Zl+ 1, N) 
u := c cjvj (6.10) 
j=max(Zk,l) 
has the sign-change property 
2k - 1 Q S-(u) Q S+(u) < 21. 
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Proof. This is almost th e same as that of Theorem B, Chapter 13 of [8]. 
n 
Proof of Theorem 1. By Lemma 2, fi is symmetric, and so it has a basis 
of characteristic vectors i’ = (vi,. . , v,&), i = 1,. . . , N, which can be cho- 
sen to be orthogonal. For i = 1, . . , N, we let vi be the characteristic vector 
of A which is an N-periodic extension of 3”. These are clearly orthogonal 
with respect to the inner product (u, v> = C,“= ruivi. 
Since by Lemma 2, A is positive definite, its characteristic values 
A , . . ) A, are positive. Lemma 2 tells us that the odd-order minors of fi are 
pkitive and that those of some power of fi are strictly positive. So by 
Lemma 3, we obtain 
N-l 
The required properties of the characteristic vectors also follow from Lemma 
3 on noting that for i = 1, . . . , N, 
if this is even, 
S+(qi) + 1 otherwise, 
with a similar property for S-(vi). n 
7. EXAMPLES 
EXAMPLE 1. Let A = (a,) be a Toephtz (i.e., l-periodic) matrix. Then 
aij = uj_,, i, j E Z. We assume that A is a band matrix, so that a, = 0 for 
i < m and i > n. The symbol of A is the function 
p(2) = 2 u,z” 
U=m 
For any integer N >, 1, A is also N-periodic, and we can see that if 
w = exp(2ri/N), then the vector vk with yk = wjk (j = 1,. . . , N) satisfies 
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( Av~)~ = 5 aj_lyk 
j=l 
= E aj_ lWjk 
j=l 
= wikp(wk) = wik 2 ajwjk. 
j=l 
This shows that vk (k = 1,. . . , N) are the eigenvectors with corresponding 
characteristic values p(wk), k = 1,. . , N. 
It is well known [5] that A is totally positive if and only if A is positive 
and p(z) has all its zeros negative. We note that if A is not symmetric, then 
the eigenvalues need not be real, and if real, need not be positive. For 
example, if p(z) = 1 + 22 for N = 2, the eigenvalues are 3 and - 1, while 
if N = 3, the eigenvalues are 3, 1 + 2exp(2i?~/3), 1 + 2exp(-27ri/3). 
If A is symmetric, then p(z) = p(z-‘>. In this case v = 1,. . . , [(N/2)] 
and the characteristic values are h, = p(w”), v = 1, . . . , N. Since h, 
p(w”) = p(w-9 = A,_., we can rearrange the characteristic vectors 
follows: 
= 
as 
“.! = 1 v.2k = 
2~jk 2qk N-l 
I ’ .l 
cos 
-, 
2k+l 
N 
vj = sin - 
N ’ 
1<k<- 
2 ’ 
and if N is even, vjN = ( - l)j. The corresponding characteristic values after 
rearrangement are 
Al = P(l), 
N-l 
h2k = h2k+l =p(w”), l<k<- 
2 ’ 
and if N is even, A, = p(- 1). 
We also note that the sign properties of the characteristic vectors (2.2) are 
satisfied without any assumptions of total positivity of A. However, the 
conditions on the characteristic values (2.1) are not in general satisfied unless 
A is totally positive. 
EXAMPLE 2. For any real numbers a and b, let A = (aij) be a 2-peri- 
odic, biinfinite matrix with aj i_ i = a, aii = a2 + 1, ai i+ 1 = b if i is even, 
ai,i-l = b, a,, = b2 + 1, ai,iil = a if i is odd, and aii = 0 for Ii -jl > 2. 
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Then it is easy to see that A is a two-banded, symmetric, and 2-periodic 
matrix. Simple computation shows that 
A = RRT, 
where 
i 
. . . 0 b 1 0.. 
a . . . 
R = *** O !I. 0 ; I . . . 
. . . 0 0 a 1 *** 1 
Since R is totally positive, A is totally positive, which can be directly verified. 
We consider the case N = 2. Since A is symmetric, the characteristic values 
are distinct and are given by 
A2 - (a” + b2 + 2)A + (ab - 1)2 = 0. 
In particular, if a - b = p, the characteristic vectors can be easily verified to 
be given by 
( . . . . 2,1,2,1,2 ,...) and (..., l,-2,1,-2 ,... ), 
where the first corresponds to the bigger characteristic value and the second 
to the smaller. These vectors satisfy the assertion of Theorem 1. If a = 2, 
b = i, the characteristic values are F and 0, while if a = 4, b = 1, they are 
9 and a respectively. 
EXAMPLE 3. In Example 2, we took N = 2. If N = 4, we can find that 
the determinant of the system of equations is given by 
a2+l-A b 0 a 
D= 
b b’+l-A a 0 
0 a a’+l-A b ’ 
a 0 b b2+1-A 
An easy calculation gives 
D =[A2-A(a2+b2+2) +(ab-1)2][A”-A(a2+b2+2) +(ab+l)“]. 
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This suggests that if the discriminants of the two quadratics in D are perfect 
squares, we may obtain simpler results. One possible choice is 
a-b=+ and a+b=y, i.e. a=+, b=i. 
From these numerical values, we obtain 
A, cz g, A, = 5&J, A, = +, A, = g, 
and the corresponding characteristic vectors are given by 
v1 - (.. .,2,1,2,1>... )> v2 = ( . . . ) 4,-l, -4,1,... ), 
v3 = 
( . . . ) 1,4, -1, -4 ,... ), v”=(.. .,l,-2,1,-2 )... ). 
It can be easily verified that the assertions of Theorem 1 are valid. 
8. APPLICATION 
Take integers n, N > 1, and consider an increasing sequence of numbers 
(ti);= __cc with 
ti < ti+n+l, ti+&) = ti + 1, i E Z. (8.1) 
We denote by Ni the B-spline of degree n with knots at tj, . . , ti+n+ I, 
normalized so that CT= _-m N, = 1. We now define the operator U,, by 
(‘rtf)(‘) ‘= iI N,(r) t, n + tt, /_I Ni(t)f(t) CA (8.2) i= -cc tin+1 t m 
for any function f on R which is integrable on [0, l] and I-periodic, i.e., 
fCx + 1) =f<x>, x E R. It is easily seen that UJ is also I-periodic. The 
operator is normalized so that 
f(x) = 1, x E [w =+ (&f)(x) = 1, x E [w. (8.3) 
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We not give an alternative formulation of (8.2) in terms of the periodic 
B-splines 
q(x) := c Ni+kN( x) = c Ni( x - k). 
k= -cm k= --m 
Then 
(“nf)(x) = j= --m h:(llt, n + Lti jc~m~l_f(t)N,(t -j> 03 t+n+1 
= 2 Ni( x) 
j= -cc 
n + T t, joltiCt)ftt) dt 
ti+n+l t 
= E E 
i=l j= -02 
hTi+jNt, n + t t, /“i+jN(t)f(l) dt 
:+~N+n+l I+JN 0 
= I? ‘i( ‘1 tj+:+t L t, k’G(t).f(t) dt 
i=l 1 
(8.4) 
The operator U, was considered by Lee and Tang [8] for the special case 
N = 1, which is eguivalent to ti = i, i E Z. If we take N > n + 1, t, = *a* 
= t, = 0, then N, ] [O, 1) = N,, and U,, essentially reduces to the operator 
considered by Sablonniere [9]. Indeed, if we have any knot satisfying tj = e-0 
= i+n, t then we can decompose [w into finite intervals on which the operator 
U,, reduces to that of Sablonniere, and so we may strengthen (8.1) by 
assuming 
ti ’ ti+*z i E Z, (8.5) 
which is equivalent to assuming that all B-splines Ni are continuous. 
The following result extends and unifies results in [8] and 191. Before 
stating it, we define S(f), f or any I-periodic function f, to be the number of 
sign changes off per unit interval, i.e., S(f) is the number of sign changes of 
f on [a, a + l] for any a with f(a) # 0. 
THEOREM 4. The operator U,, has characteristic values 1 = A, > A, >/ 
*** > A, 2 0 with 
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with corresponding characteristic functions fi, . . . , fN which are orthogonal 
with respect to the inner product 
(f> g) = $fW&) dt. (8.7) 
Moreover, fi = 1, and for 0 < 1 < +N and any real numbers 
Cl> . . > czl+ 1’ the function 
min@l+ 1, N) 
f= C cif; (8.8) 
i=l 
satisfies the sign-change inequality 
S(f) < 22. (8.9) 
Proof. We see from (8.4) that U,, restricted to C[O, l] is self-adjoint, and 
so characteristic functions corresponding to distinct eigenvalues are orthogo- 
nal with respect to (8.7). We shall see below that if Azj = Azj+r, then there 
are two linearly independent characteristic functions corresponding to hzj, 
and hence we can choose fi and fij + 1 to be orthogonal. 
Now in order to apply Theorem 1 we define 
ki= (ti+:+:iti)1’z7 iEz, 
and set 
f = 5 vikiNj 
is -cc 
for a sequence v = (uj)~= _-a with u~+~ = I+, i E 27. Then 
(U,f)( x) = 2 Ni( x)k’j” Nj(t) r: uikjiy(t) dt 
i= --m --m j= -cc 
= f kiNi e y/@= kiNj(t)kjrvj(t) dt 
i= --m j=-= --m 
(8.10) 
= c k,N,(x)( Av)i, 
i= --m 
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where A is the biinfinite matrix A = (aij>, with 
ajj = lrn k,A’&)k,A$(t) dt. 
-03 
(8.11) 
Thus 
U,f=Af - c ( Av)~~~N~ = A i uikiNi 
i= -_m i= --m 
So A is a characteristic value of V, with characteristic function f given by 
(8.10) if and only if A is a characteristic value of A with characteristic vector 
V. 
We now verify that the matrix A satisfies the condition of Theorem 1. 
From (8.11) it is clear that A is symmetric and N-periodic. It also follows 
that A is totally positive (see [l]), and since the B-sphnes have compact 
support, A is banded. Moreover, the condition (8.5) ensures that for all i in 
z 
jm Ni(t)Ni+l(t) dt > 0 
-cc 
and hence aij > 0 if Ii -j] < 1. 
Since the B-splines (Nj)“_, are linearly independent, it follows that the 
rows of A are linearly independent, 
Hence we can apply Theorem 1 to give characteristic values A, 2 . . . > 
A, and characteristic vectors vi = ($)y= _-mr i = 1,. . , N, satisfying (2.1) 
and (2.2). From (8.3) we see that I is a characteristic value of A with 
characteristic vector v = (k~‘)~= _m. Since S+(v) = 0, it follows from (2.2) 
that v = vi and so A, = 1. 
Now (8.6) follows from (2.1). From (8.10) the characteristic functions 
fiJ...>fN are given by 
h = 2 yikjh$, i = l,..., N. 
j= -cc 
If A2i = Azi+l, then uzi and yeif are linearly independent and so fii 
and f2i+l are linearly independent, as required earlier. Finally we see that if 
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f is given by (8.8), then 
f = 5 kjiymyl, N)civii, 
j= -co i=l 
and so by the variation-diminishing property of B-splines, 
i 
min(Zlf I, N) 
w-1 G s,+ c CiVji 
I 
< 21 
i=l 
by (2.2). Thus (8.9) is established, and the proof is complete. 
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